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INTRODUCTION 
Let R denote a positively graded noetherian ring over a field k, 
R = @EoRi with R, = k and m the irrelevant maximal ideal generated by 
forms of degree 1, or let R be the m-adic completion of such a ring. If we 
consider X as a homomorphic image of a polynomial ring, resp. of a power 
series ring over k with a homogeneous defining ideal, one may ask whether R 
has a (minimal) linear resolution as an S-module. Cohen-Macaulay rings R 
of maximal embedding dimension, e.g., have a linear resolution as Sally 
showed in [9]. She also proved formulas for the Hilbert series HR and the 
Poincari: series Pi, Pz. Schenzel [lo] later characterized CM-rings R with a 
linear resolution and called these rings “extremal.” He also gave formulas for 
HR and Pi. S. Goto (See (3.1) below) proved, besides other facts, the 
linearity of the resolution for Buchsbaum rings of maximal embedding 
dimension (i.e., edim R = dim R + e(R) + I(R) - 1; I(R) denotes the 
invariant of the Buchsbaum ring R) and a formula for HH. 
In Section 1 we generalize these results and characterize rings with a 
linear resolution, which have a parameter system that forms a d-sequence. In 
the Buchsbaum case we then show that the H,, Pi and Pf of such rings are 
determined by the embedding dimension, the Krull dimension, the 
dimensions of the local cohomology modules as k-vector spaces and what we 
call the type of R. 
In Section 2 we determine all Buchsbaum rings R = k[ [R,]] of maximal 
embedding dimension and multiplicity 2. 
Sally proved in [8] that, for a local CM-ring (R, m) of maximal 
embedding dimension, the associated graded ring is also CM of maximal 
embedding dimension. Goto showed a similar result for Buchsbaum rings of 
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maximal embedding dimension (see (3.1), below). The condition “of 
maximal embedding dimension” means in both cases that m2 = (x)m for a 
suitable parameter ideal (x). In Section 3 we assume such an equality for a 
parameter ideal generated by a d-sequence and prove that the d-sequence 
property is also transferred to the associated graded ring G and already 
implies that G has a linear resolution. 
Notations. All rings we deal with are commutative with a unit element. 
When we write (R, m), R denotes a local noetherian ring with maximal ideal 
m. edim R denotes the embedding dimension of R, dim R the Krull 
dimension, e(R) resp. e(Q) the multiplicity of R resp. of a parameter ideal Q. 
I(M) the length of an R-module M and proj. dim M the projective dimension 
of M. 
I 
We start with a remark on d-sequences. The concept of d-sequences was 
introduced by Huneke[S]. Let us recall the definition: 
Let R be a commutative ring, x i ,...’ x, elements in R form a d-sequence, if 
(a) (x,,~.~, x,,)? (x, ,..., ii9 . . ..- Yin) for all i. 1 <i < n (,Cj means si is 
omitted) and 
(bj C-x 1*~.., xJ: xi+ lxk = (x I ,..., xi): xk for all i > 0, k > i. 
Iiuneke showed that a d-sequence is an R-relative regular sequence with 
respect to the ideal (X r ,..., xn) as introduced by Fiorentini [ 1 I7 namely, 
!(X1 ?.,., Xi)(XI ,...: x,): xi+ 1) f-l (XI )...) AI,,) = (x, -.~., Xi) 
r lor all 0 < i < n - 1. 
Huneke even proved a stronger property (5, Theorem 2.11: 
If x ! ,..D, X, is a d-sequence, then 
(i-x I ,.-.? x,): xi+ 1) n (x, ,..., x,) = (x, ?..~. x,,) 
for all O<i<n-I. 
As shown in (4, 5.1.11 this property together with (a) characterizes d- 
sequences. In the following we will often use this characterization of d- 
sequences and we immediately have 
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LEMMA 1.1. Let (xl ,..., x,Jq (xl ,..., zi ,..., x,) for all 1 < i < n; then 
x, ,..., x, is a d-sequence I@ 
(0 : x1) n (x,,..., x,~) = 0 
and the images X2 ,..., X, in R/(x,) of x 2 ,..., x, form a d-sequence in R/(x,). 
Now let R be a positively graded noetherian ring R = @E, Ri with 
R, = k a field and m the irrelevant maximal ideal generated by forms of 
degree 1, so R = k[R,] or let R be the _m-adic completion of such a ring, 
which we denote by R = k[R,i. For simplicity we will only treat the local 
case R = klR,l and will call such a ring R a homogeneous ring, but there 
are of course similar statements for the graded case. 
Let M be a finitely generated homogeneous module over R (i.e., the 
completion of a finitely generated graded module over k[R,]; then M has a 
minimal homogeneous resolution over R 
. . . +F+F,~F,+M-tO, 
where the Fi are free R modules with homogeneous basis elements of degree 
IZ~~, so Fi z BjR [-n,], and the maps qi are homomorphisms of degree 0. 
A homogeneous module M is said to have a linear resolution over R, if for 
all i > 0 the homogeneous basis elements of Fi are all of the same degree ni, 
and n,+r = ni for ail 0 < i < proj. dim, M. 
We say M has an n-linear resolution if M has a linear resolution and 
iZ=Fl,. 
Now we want to represent R minimally as a factor ring of (S, n), where S 
is a power series ring over k, so that R z S/I, where I is a homogeneous 
ideal, I c n2. We are interested in the question of when R has a linear 
resolution over S. 
Let K denote the Koszul complex for a minimal system of homogeneous 
generators of m, Z(K) the module of cycles, B(K) the module of boundaries 
and H(K) the homology of K. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let Ic n’, then Z(K) ~7 m”K c B(K) iff for all 
l<i,<proj.dim,R: Fi-GJjR[-n,] with (I-l)+i<nij<(n-l)+i. 
Proof. This immediately follows from the homogeneous isomorphisms 
F, @ k ‘5 Torf(R. k) v H,(K). 
LEMMA 1.3. Let (R, m) be a homogeneous ring, x a form of degree 1 
such that the jth component (0 : x)~ = 0 for j f n - 1. 
Then R has an n-linear resolution if arid only if R/xR has an n-linear 
resolution. 
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Proof. We have two exact sequences 
0 + (0 : x) + R -+ sR + 0. 
O+xR+R+R/xR-,O. 
FI-G~ these sequences we have exact sequences of complexes 
0 + (0 : x)K -+ K -+ XK --) 0, 
O+sK+K+KjxK-,O, 
which induce long exact homology sequences. 
Now assume that R has an n-linear resolution. This means that H,(K) is 
concentrated in degree i + n - 1 for all i > 1. By assumption 
(0 : x) Ki- 1 = If- ,((O : s)K) is concentrated in degree i - 1 + iz -- 1. 
Considering the exact sequence 
H,(K) 2 H,(xK) -+ Hi-, ((0 : x)K) 
we get Hi(xKjj = 0 for j 2 i + n + 1, i > 0. From 
Hi+ ,(K) + Hi+ ,(K/.xK) + H,(xK) 
it follows that Ni+ ,(K/xK), = 0 for j > i + 1 $ n. 
The complex K/xK is a direct sum of two copies of Koszul complexes g 
for R= RjxR such that Hi(K/,uK)~~HI(~)ONi_,(K)(-l]. So we obtain 
Hi(Qj = 0 for j > r’ + n. 
Since R has an n-linear resolution, the defining ideal I of R is contained in 
n”; hence the defining ideal r of R is also contained in ii”, where L?,,r is the 
representation of E is also contained in nn, where &‘f is the respresentation 
of I? induced from the representation S/f of R. Therefore L’ii(%?)j = 0 for 
j < i + n - 1. Hence I? has an rz-linear resolution. 
Now assume R/xR has an n-linear resolution. Again I3,((0 : x)K) is 
concentrated in degree i + n - 1 and Hi(KjxK) 2 H,(K) 0 Nip r(&[-1 j, so 
N;(K/xK)~ = 0 for j > n + i. Hence for j > II + i we have isomorphisms 
~YI,(K)~ + H,(xK)~ -’ N,(K).,+ L, 
But the composition is the zero map, therefore N,(K)j = 0 for j > ft + i. 
So we obtain that R has an n-linear resolution if we show that the defining 
ideal 1 or R is contained in nn. As R/xR has an n-linear resolution, we have 
that I E [x’, II”), where x’ is a l-form in S which maps to x under the 
canonical map. Now assume there is an element yE I, without loss of 
generahtyfhomogeneous, of minimal degree and degf < n. So we can write 
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f”= Zg with some element g+E S. We have deg g < n - 1 and since deg f is 
minimal, g @1; hence the canonical image g of g does not vanish in R, but 
-vg=O. Therefore O#gE(O:x-), so we have degg=degg=n-1; a 
contradiction. This completes our proof. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let (R, m) be a local noetherian ring, then we will call 
R extremal of type n > 2, if /(R/m”) the length of R/m” is equal to 
( edimzP’rn-‘) and th ere exists a parameter system x,,..., xd of R such that 
m” = (X ,,..., xd) m”-‘. When we want to specify the parameter system we 
say R is extremal (of type n) with respect to x, ,..., xd. 
Remark 1.5. (a) (edimnR_:n-l) is the maximal possible number for 
Z(R/mn). 
(b) If R is a homogeneous CM-ring, then this definition coincides with 
the definition of an extremal ring given by Schenzel 1101. 
(c) If R is Buchsbaum or even CM, then R is of maximal embedding 
dimension, iff R is extremal of type 2. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let R be a homogeneous ring and x1 ,..., xd be a sequence 
of forms of degree 1 which also is a system of parameters. Then: 
(a) If -r, ,..., xd is a relatitlely regular sequence and R is extremal of 
type n with respect o x1 ,..., xd, then R has an n-linear resolution. 
(b) If there is some t > 0 with mf((-xl ,..., xi): xi+ i) s (x, ,..., xi) for 
0 < i <d - 1 and if R has an n-linear resolution, then R is extremal of type 
n. 
ProoJ: (a) Since R is extremal of type n, R/(x,,..., XJ has an n-linear 
resolution. We now want to apply Lemma 1.3 to conclude successively: if 
R/(x, ,..., ‘ci+ J has an n-linear resolution, then so has R/(x, ,..., xi) for 
0 < i < d - 1. Therefore we only have to show, that the jth homogeneous 
component of (x, ,..., xi): xi+ i/(x1 ,..., ?ci) vanishes, if j # n - 1. 
Since R is extremal of type n, we have that ((x,,..., xi): xi+ ,/ 
(x , ,..., x~))~ = 0 for j < n - 1. So let a E (xi ,..., si): xi+i homogeneous, 
deg a > n - 1, then a E (x, ,..., xd). We have to show that a E (x ,,..., xi). 
Since axi+ i = xi=, Luk.~k for some homogeneous ,uk with deg,uu, = 
deg a > n - 1, also pk E (xi ,..., xd). So a E ((x1 ,..., xd)(x, ,...: xi)): xi+ 1 Cl 
( x1 ,..., xd) G (x, ,..., xi), as xi ,..., xd is relatively regular. 
(b) Again we want to apply Lemma 1.3 to show that if R/(x, ,..., xi) 
has an n-linear resolution then so has R/(x,,..., xi + ,) and so finally the 
artinian ring R/(x, ,..., xd) has an n-linear resolution, which is equivalent to 
saying that R is extremal of type n with respect to x, ,..., xd. 
So again we have to show that ((x ,,..., -ui): xi+i/@i ,..., x~))~ = 0 for 
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J# rr - 1, but here we may assume that R/(x,....,xi) has an n-linear 
resolution. So let a E (.x1 ,..., xi): 3ci+ ,\(x, ,..., -ui) homogeneous. Since 
fw r ,..., xi) has an Anear resolution, the defining ideal of R/(X, ,.-., Xij is 
generated by forms of degree n; hence deg a > n - 1. Now if 
a E (x1 ?...? xi): m, then the image E in R/(x1...., xi) is a socle element of 
R/(x r ,*.., xi) and therefore deg E = deg a = IZ - 1: again since R/(x, 7...9 xi) 
has an n-linear resolution. 
Assume now a @ (x, ,..., xi): m. So there exists a homogeneous element 
,8 E m such that ap E (3~~ ,..., xi): -yi + r\(.xr ,..., x1). a/I @ (-rr ?..‘, ?cj): m, for 
otherwise I! - 1 < deg a < deg ap = n - 1. Hence for up we can repeat the 
same argument as that for a. So finally we obtain for every s > 0 an element 
p, E ms with a/3, fz (x , ,.... -yJ. But for s > t this contradicts our assumption 
on the sequence x. 
Remark 1.7. (i) The assumption in Theorem 1.6(b): there is some I > 0 
with m’((x, 5 .. . . xi): xi+ r) c (3cr ,..., xi) for 0 < i < d - I is always satisfied if 
the system of parameters x is also relatively regular. In fact this assumption 
is always satisfied even if we only assume the system of parameters x to be 
proper (for this definition see [4J), since in this case we have 
k I>~..) XJ((XI ,...) x;): xi+ 1) E (X,) . . . . Xi) for O,<i<d-1. 
(ii) The conclusion in Theorem 1.6(a) does not hold: if we only 
assume x to be proper. Example: 
R = k!X, , X, , Y]/(X, Y’ - X; Y. Y3 ). 
Here the residues x,, x2 of X,, X2 f orm a system of parameters and also a 
proper sequence, i.e., in this case (0 : x,) c (0 : x2), and m3 = (-xl, xl) m2, so 
R is extremal of type 3. But for the defining ideal we have 
(X,Y’-XiY,Y3)=Y(XIY-Xi,Y2) and (X,Y-Xi,Y’) is a complete 
intersection ideal; hence the resolution of R cannot be linear. 
COROLLARY 1.8. Let (S, n> be a power series ring over an inJnite$eld 
k, I E n’ a homogeneous ideal and R = S/I u Buchsbaum ring. Then the 
foilowing are equivalent: 
(a) R has an n-linear resolution as S-module, 
(b) R is extremal of t?pe II. 
ProoJ Because k is infinite there exists a parameter system for R of 
forms of degree 1. (a) =+ (b) now follows from Theorem (1.6), since every 
parameter system is a Buchsbaum ring is a d-sequence. (b) * (a): Let 
x1 ,..., xd be a parameter system (not necessarily of homogeneous elements) 
so that R is extremal of type n with respect to x1,..., xd. so 
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C-r 1,***, xff) m n-1 =m” . Then every homogeneous element of degree n is a 
sum of products of elements of degree n - 1 and the degree 1 parts ~‘i,..., ~7~ 
of xi ,..., xd. So (ui ,..., JJJ m”-’ = m” mod mn+‘, hence (y ,,..., JJJ m”-’ = 
m” by Nakayama’s lemma; i.e., R is extremal of type n with respect to 
Y1 ,***9 Yd. So we again can apply Theorem (1.6). 
For the notion of a Golod ring in the following we refer the reader to 
Gulliksen and Levin 131 or Levin [6]. 
THEOREM 1.9. Let S be a power series ring over a field k, I &S a 
homogeneous ideal and R = S/I. If R has a linear resolutiori as S-module, 
then R is a Golod ring and for the Hilbert series HR(z) we have 
H(z) = 
1 -z’-’ Cy=, dim, H,(K)(-z)‘+’ 
(1 -z)” 
where n is the degree of elements generating I, v = edim R, and H,(K) is the 
ith homology of the Koszul complex to the maximal ideal of R. 
If n = 2, then 
HR(z)=i 
Pf(-z)’ 
where P:(z) denotes the PoincarP series P:(z) = CEO (dim, Torp(k, k)) zi. 
ProoJ If I= 0, then the assertions are obvious. So let I# 0. If 
Hi(K)j # 0, then j = n - 1 + i for i > 1 by the linearity of the resolution, so 
Z(K) f7 m”K c B(K). 
First we show that R is a Golod ring, i.e., that it has trivial Massey 
operations. Let z,, z2 be homogeneous cycles, which are not boundaries; 
then zi . z2 EZ(K)nm ‘+‘K c Z(K) f7 m”K c B(K), so y(z, , z2) is defined. 
For the same reason, if z ,,..., z, (r > 2) are homogeneous cycles which are 
not boundaries, then y(z, ,..., zr) E Z(K) f7 rn”.‘-*K c Z(K) n mnK cB(K), 
so Y(Zl ,*.*, zr) is defined; hence R is a Golod ring. 
Since R has a linear resolution, H,(K) is concentrated in degree n - 1 + i 
for i> 1, so we obtain for the Poincarl series in two variables, 
p;GK y> = 
(1 +XY)D 
1 - Y”-* ry= I (dim, Hi(K))(Xv)i+’ ’ 
where Pt(X, Y) := CTjEO (dim, Torf(k, k),)X’Yj. Since we always have the 
equality 
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where H,(Y) denotes the Hilbert series of R, we obtain 
H,(Y) = 
1 - Y”-’ C;=r dim, H,(K)(-Y)” 1 
(l- Yy 
and for n = 2, HR(Y) = (I’:(--Y))’ as desired. 
1.10. Applications to Buchsbaum rings. Let R = S/f? (S, n) a power 
series ring over an infinite field k, I E n2 a homogeneous ideal and denote m 
the maximal ideal of R. Assume R is extremal of type n > 2 and Buchsbaum. 
We show that the Hilbert series HR(z), the Poincare series Pi(z) = 
Ci dim Torf’(R, k) zi and P;(z) = xi dim, Tory(k. k) zi are determined by 
the type n of R, edim R, dim R and the dimensions of the local cohomology 
modules H;(R) as k-vector spaces (see (a)-(c) below). 
For the case n = 2, HR(z) is also given by the theorem of Goto (see (3.1) 
below). 
As R has a linear resolution by (1.8) as an S-module, the Koszul 
homology H,(K) is concentrated in degree n - 1 + i for i > 1, so the Koszui 
cohomology is also concentrated in one degree (i - I? + 1). Using the charac- 
terization of Buchsbaum rings due to Stiickrad [12] and Stiickrad and 
Vogel [ 13 1 by the surjectivity of the natural maps Ext$, R) -+ H’,(R) for 
O<i<dImR- 1, we obtain that the local cohomology modules H’,(R) are 
also concentrated in one degree. namely, in degree i - n + 1 for 
O<i<dimR- 1. 
Now let 
(a) HAY) = F(J3/(1- Vdy where d = dim R and F is a polynomial, 
By (1.9) we have 
(“1 H,(Y)= 
1 - Ynp2 Cp=r dim, H,(K)(-Y)” ’ = F(Y)(l - Y)” -d 
(l- 0” (1-Y)’ 3 
so 
1 - Ynp’ 2 dim,H,(K)(-Y)‘+’ =F(Y)(l - ,yd. 
i=l 
For the Poincare series P:(z) we therefore obtain 
G(z) = 
(1 + z)” 
1 - C;=r dim, H,(K) zit’ 
(1 + z)” 
= 1 - (-z)-“-” + (,-z)--2I;(-z)(l -Z)“-d 
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Replacing Y in (* *) by XY we have 
1 - (XY)“-’ 5 dim,Hi(K)(-XY)‘f’ =F(XY)(l -XY)“-d, 
i=l 
which yields 
c***> 1 + Yn-* $ dim,H,(K)X’Y’+’ 
i=l 
= 1 - (-q-n+1 + (-x>-‘*+‘F(-XY)(l +XY)“-d. 
For Y = 1 we get 
(c) Pi(X) = 1 - (-x)-n+1 + (-q-“f’F(-X)(1 +X)“-d. 
So it remains to determine the polynomial F. From (*) we deduce that 
deg F < n + d - 1. Since R is assumed to be extremal of type n the defining 
ideal I is generated by forms of degree n, so the Hilbert series expansion of R 
is known up to degree n - 1; hence by (a) the coefficientsfi of F are known 
for 0 < i < n - 1, because 
(F)tr(“) = ((1 _ ;u-d)tr”“, 
where we denote by (G)t’(“) = Cr:,’ giYi the upper-truncated series, where 
we summarize only up to n - 1 for a power series G(Y) = C?IO gi Y’. We 
now still have to determine the coefficients J;: for n < i < n + d - 1. 
In ( ***) we have the Poincari series Pz in two variables, i.e., the coef- 
ficient of X’Yj counts the number of basis elements of Fi of degree j in a 
minimal free S-resolution of R 
O-+F,+ . . . +F,-,Fo+R+O. 
If we dualize with respect o S[-v], the cohomology at Hom,(F,-,, S[-v]) 
is given by the local cohomology module H;(R) for 0 ,< i < d - 1. So by 
xl--+x-‘, Yl--+ Y-‘, multiplying with Y” and putting X= -1 we derive 
from (** *) that the coefftcients of 
y”F(Y-‘)(l - Y-‘)“-%JY) 
and 
d-l 
(-1)-d 2 (-l)ihiyi-(n-l), 
i=O 
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are equal for all j with --n + 1 < j < d - 1 - ;I + 1, where h, = dim, ii”,(R ). 
Since H,(Y) = i/( 1 - I’)“, it follows that the coefficients of 
are equal for all j with II < j < d + n - 1. SO we fina!ly get 
(4 F(Y) = (l/(1 - Yyyn) 
d-l 
+ F- (-l)‘hiY”p’-‘((l - Y)d)tl(i)) 
,zYo 
where ((1 - Y)d)t,(i) denotes the lower truncated polynomial xy:,*,i (T )(-Yy?.‘. 
We finally want to make a remark on the structure of the resolution of a 
homogeneous rtng with a 24inear resolution. 
~EMM.~ I.1 1. Let (R, m) be a hornogenems ring with c! 24nem 
resolution, then (0 : m) is concentrated in degree 1, 
Proc$ This follows immediately from the assumption that R has a 2- 
linear resolution and the fact that Hedim R (K) v (0 : m)[-edim R 1. 
Proo,K Let IS be the minimal homogeneous reso!ution of J; then ‘;I; is 
linear. Consider 
If I ha.s a linear resolution, then ciearly also I/J, If, on &e Other hand, I/J 
has a linear resolution IH, then because for every i the generating eiements in 
the free modules G, and Hi have the same degree, I has a linear resoluticx 
too, obtained by lifting from G and Iii. 
Now let R = S/I again denote a homogeneous ring over an infinite Reid 
Wi:h a Xnear resolution over (S, n>, where (.s, n) is a power series ring. 
Now if we divide R by (0 : m) and consider I?/(0 : ) Over S/(J, ,.,,, ys’j, 
ys are homogeneous l-forms in S, which map bijectively t 
f (0 : m) the change of the S/(1’, )..~I j!3)-resolutioi: of R/(0 : 
lution of R can easily be described and R,/(O : 
linear resolution as shown below. 
After dividing out the socle we may assume that is a l-form x f R, which 
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is a nonzero divisor in R. So the S-resolution of R is obtained by lifting the 
S/(X)-resolution of R/(x), where X is a l-form in S which maps to x in R. 
This indicates how the resolution of R can be constructed step by step from 
the artinian case. 
For the change of the resolution passing from R/(0 : m) to R, we may 
restrict to the case passing from R/(z) to R, where z is a socle element of 
degree 1 of R. If Z E S is a l-form that maps to z, then Zn = Jc I and I/J 
has a linear resolution by (1.12). Since 
l/J = I/In (Z) 2 I + (Z)/(Z), 
I/J is an S/(Z)-ideal and 
R/(z) = S/I + (Z) = S/(Z)/1 + (Z)/(Z). 
The resolution of I/J as S-module is obtained from the resolution iF as 
S/(Z)-module by taking the mapping cone of 
where S is considered as S/(Z)-algebra, so that S/(Z) C, S + S/(Z) is the 
identity on S/(Z). 
Examples 
Some examples for extremal CM-rings are already stated by Schenzel et 
al. [ 101. Examples for Buchsbaum rings of type 2 are stated in Section 2. 
Some examples of extremal Buchsbaum rings that are not CM are obtained 
by taking an extremal CM-ring and “adjoining” suitable socle elements. The 
easiest example of this kind for a Buchsbaum ring extremal of type n > 2 is 
given by 
where Y > 2 and f is a form of degree n - 1. 
An extremal Buchsbaum ring (R, m) of type n > 2 so that R/(0 : m) is not 
CM is harder to find, but here is an extremal Buchsbaum ring, not CM, of 
type 3, dim R = 2. This example is due to D. Eisenbud and R. Ephraim: 
R = I?, s4t - s3t2, s2r3, t5j c k[Is, tn. 
We have H:(R) = 0, H:(R) N k, since there is an exact sequence 
0 + R --t k[[s’, s’t, s3t2, s2t3, t’] + k -+ 0 
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and I#, si, .s3tZ, sZt3, t’] is CM of dimension 2. This also proves that R is 
a Buchsbaum ring (cf. [ 13 ])- 
There are of course homogeneous rings which are not Buchsbaum but 
extremal with respect to a parameter system that forms a d-sequence; e.g., 
take any homogeneous Buchsbaum ring that is extremal and not CM and 
adjoin some variables, or, e.g., let r > 2, 
R = k)X, ,.-.. xYr, Y, )..., Yrl/((Y, ,...: Y#* XijY, )..., Y,j)f= ,,,. __,._ 
R is extremal of type 2 with respect to X, ,...: s,, the residues of X, 5,..Y X!. in 
R. 
The purpose of this section is to prove 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (R,m) be a homogeneous ~~c~~ba~rn ring oJ 
maxima! embedding dimension (i.e., extremal of type 2) ouer CIZ algebroicail!, 
ciosed field k I$ multiplicity 2. 
Q-dim R = 0: then R = k[X]/(X’). 
If dim R > 0, then R/(0 : m) =: R is isomorphic to either 
(a) S/‘, where S is a power series OLW k and-f is L: j~r,m of degree 2 
(in this case .R is CM), or 
(3) k&r, ,“.., X,? Y1,..., Y&(X, ,..., x,) n (f711...! Ydj 01 
(c) S K KI the idealisation of a power series riug with its maximal ides@ 
n. 
Remarks. As shown in [ 111, for a Buchsbaum ring (R, m) of muhipiicie~ 
I, R moduio its socle is regular. But if R/(0 : m) is regular, then 
(0 : m) n m’ = 0, so edim R = dim R + I(R): which shows that R is of 
maximai embedding dimension (I(R) denotes the invariant of the 
Buchsbaum ring R: I(R) = /(R/q) - e(q) for every parameter ideal 4)~ So an:\ 
homogeneous Buchsbaum over k of muhiphcity 1 is isomorphic :o 
kp, :,~.) X,~ K k’. 
‘8, are now informed that during the preparation of this work, S. Got3 
independently determined Buchsbaum rings of multiplicity 2 without the 
assumption “of maximal embedding dimension.” But as Goto told us, the 
methods of proof are quite different, so there might remain some interest in 
our proof of (2.1). We will omit straightforward calculations, 
Proof of (2.1). First assume (R, m) is homogeneous Buchsbaum ring of 
maximal embedding dimension (i.e., extremal of type 2); then 
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(0 : m) n m2 = 0 and factoring out (0 : m) yields again a Buchsbaum ring of 
maximal embedding dimension. Now take any homogeneous parameter 
element of degree 1 which is now a nonzero divisor and factor out by this 
element and again we obtain a Buchsbaum ring of maximal embedding 
dimension. Continuing this process of factoring out socle elements and 
nonzero divisors we finally get for the first time an artinian ring. Up to this 
point, the multiplicities of all obtained rings are equal to the multiplicity of 
R, the ring we started with. 
We now want to proceed in this manner in the opposite direction, starting 
with an artinian ring and “adjoining” nonzero divisors and socle elements, 
and so determine all Buchsbaum rings of maximal embedding dimension of 
muitiplicity 2. 
Observe that by (1.8) the defining ideal of R is generated by forms of 
degree 2 and all relations between them are generated by the linear ones. If 
we have any ring R and we want to adjoin socle elements of degree 1, i.e., 
pass to R ’ = R K k’ then clearly R ’ is Buchsbaum, iff R is [2,2.5]. But if R 
is Buchsbaum and not CM and we want to adjoin a nonzero divisor, then the 
result R’ may not be a Buchsbaumring, e.g., R[[Xi is not. We will then 
sometimes use the fact that I(R’/Q) -e(Q) is an invariant for different 
parameter ideals Q of R’ to test whether R’ can be Buchsbaum. 
Observe further that the rings in (a), (b), (c) of (2.1) are Buchsbaum rings. 
(For (b) see [7, p. 4691; for (c), n is a Buchsbaum S-module, see [2]; with 
H’(n) = 0, if 1, i,< dim S - 1, H’(n) = k, so H’(S K n)=O for if I, 
i<dimSD(n,H’(SKn)-k,thensee [13].) 
The artinian ring we have to start with is k[X]/(X’). Adjoining a nonzero 
divisor to get a homogeneous ring yields R = k!X, Y]/(f), a 1 - dim CM- 
ring, where f is a form of degree 2. Since k is assumed to be algebraically 
closed, f splits into two linear factors, so we have 
R = k[X, Yj/(XY) or R = kUX, Y]/(X’). 
If we now adjoin more nonzero divisors, we obtain a CM-ring (S, n) of 
dim S > 2, so H:(S) = H:(S) = 0. If we then adjoin some socle elements, we 
get a ring (S’, n’) with H$(S’) # 0 and H:,(S’) = HA(S) = 0. If we then 
again try to adjoin to S’ a nonzero divisor to obtain S”, then S” will never 
be a Buchbaum ring, for otherwise, we get 
0 = HO(S”) + HO(P) 7 H’(S”) -5 fP(S”) + H’(S’) = 0 
it 
0 
a contradiction. So in this case our process stops at S’ and S’/(O : n’) = 
kUX, ,..., X,.]/(f) with f a form of degree 2 . 
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So to obtain required Buchsbaum rings (R, m) such that X/(0 : m) is noi 
CM. we havie to adjoin to kaX, Y]/(XY) (resp, klXT Y]/(X’)) some socle 
eiements, then some nonzero divisors and so on. So we adjoin r (> I) socie 
elements and get R ’ = R !x k’. To R ’ we adjoin a nonzero divisor u and call 
R” the obtained ring. We now show that if R” is Buchsbaum then r = i. 
We have dim R” = 2, edim R” = r + 3, x - yT u (resp. ~1, u) is a 
parameter system of R” and the defining idea! is generated by (‘; ‘) - 2 
elements of degree 2. Since R” is assumed to Buchsbaum and extremal of 
type 2 
i(R"/(x - li', 2)) = I' + 2, 
I(R “) = I(R “/(x - y9 u)) - e((x - J’, u)) = r 
(f@“) denotes the invariant of the Buchsbaum ring I?“). but just ccunting in 
degree 0, 1, 2 we have 
!(R”/((.u - J:)*. u’) > 1 + (r + 3) + c ( ’ : ’ ) -- [ ’ : ’ )) 
r+8+(r-1) 
I(R”) + e((x - yj’, a*j -t (r - 1). 
(When we start with R k[X, Y]/(X’). we here get the same result always 
replacing .Y - 3; by J,) So r = 1, as we assume R” to be Buchsbaum. SO only 
adjoining one socle element to R yields 
k!X,. Y,,Zj/(X, Y,,X,Z, Y,Z,Z2) 
(req. k[X, ) Y,, Z]/(Xf , X, Z, Y, Z, Z’)) 
TO which we ftirther may adjoin a nonzero divisor. 
Let us now consider in general 
R 2 k/X, ,..., X,, Y, ,..., Yd, zn/(xj yjP X!Z. YiZ. Z2)i.j=l.....d 
jresp. R 2 k!X, ,.... X,, YI )..~, Yd9 Zn/ 
(X~Xj~XiYj-A~Yi~X~z~ Yizsz2)i~j=l,.,,3d)3 
i.e. 
R = (k[X, Y]/(X) n (Y)) K k (resp. R 2 (kjjY] K (I’)) D( k) 
and determine the homogeneous deformations of R. Therefore we have LO 
compute Hom,(J/J’, R)-! , where J is the defining ideal of R. 
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There are of course homomorphisms induced by the derivations. Let us 
call D the submodule they generate. Then there are homomorphisms which 
map one of the generators of J to the socle elements z and the others to zero. 
Denote E the submodule these homomorphisms generate. Now a 
straightforward calculation shows that Hom,(J/J’, R)_, modulo D + E is a 
cyclic module generated by the homomorphism 9: J/J* + R, defined by 
9(xiz) =xi, p(YiZ) = &Xi Yj) = p(Z’) = 0 for i, j = I,..., d (resp. 
q$YiZ)=Xi, 9(XiZ)=9(XiXj)=9(XiYj-XjYi)=9(Z’)=0 for i, j= 
1 ,..., d). 
Now assume that S 2: k[X, ,..., X,, Y ,,..., Y,, Z, Uj/J’ is a Buchsbaum 
ring, denote u the residue of U in S and assume that S/(U) = R, u is a 
nonzero divisor in S, J’ is generated by forms of degree 2 and J’ reduces to J 
module U. S/(U*) is the an infinitesimal homogeneous deformation of R and 
hence correspondes to an element 9 in Hom,(J/J*, R)- i . But as R is 
Buchsbaum and not CM the trivial deformation of R, say, R 1 WI, is never a 
Buchsbaum ring, we may without loss of generality assume that 9 is a sum 
of 9 and elements of E. 
We now want to indicate that 9 cannot be a linear combination of 
elements of E alone. If we assume so, then as 
z(S/(~~i-yi,u)i=,,....d)=d+2 (rev. z(S/(Yi, u)i=,,...qd)=d+ 21,
e(S)= 2, we have I(S)=d. But since (x1--~,)‘, xZ -j12 ,..., xd- yd, u2 
(rev. rf, .b,..., yd, u’) is also a parameter system for S, we only have to 
count in degree 0, 1, 2 and use the fact that 
x: u65 (Xi Yj, xiz, YiZ, z2, uz, u*, (X, - YJ2, x2 - Y, )..., x, - Y,) 
s (J’, (X, - Y,)*, X2 - Y, ,..., X, - Y,, U’) 
(resp. X, Y, U@ (J’, Yf, Y,? . . . . Yd, U2)) 
to get 
L(s/((-x, - 4’1)*, -y2 - y2,*-*, -rd - yd, u’)) 
d2+5d+6 
2 
+I 
=d+B+d 
=I@‘) + e((x, - yl)‘, x2 - y2,..., xd - yd, u’) + d, 
a contradiction, since d > 0. (In the second case we have exactly the same 
inequality for the parameters system y :, y, ,..., yd, u’.) 
So without loss of generality we may assume that y = -9 + linear 
combination of elements of E. But using the fact that the defining ideal J’ of 
S’ is generated by forms of degree 2, which only have relations generated by 
the linear ones and also lifted by the relations of J. a caiculation shows that 
y = --v) + y. (resp. I,U = --c+J)> where IJI,, : J/J’ -+ R is defined by ~JZ’) = -Z, 
!yO(Xi Yjj = VO(Xi2) = lyO(YiZ) = 0. i, j = I,..., d. so W& hC3X 
s 2 k[X, )*~~, xd+ 1. Y, ,.-.) Yd, ,1/((X) n (Y)) (resp. S z kIjYi,..., Yd, ,I K 
(Y)),wherewesetX,+,=Z, Y,+,=Z-U(resp.Xd+,=Z, Yd+,=U). 
Now let R L-2 kpc, ,... 9 x,, x, ,..., Y&((X) n (Y)) (resp. Rr 
k[Y, *.I., Y,,j D( (Y)) with d > 2. Then R is Buchsbaum, not CM, H:(R) :I- 0 
for i # 1, 0 < i < d - 1 and H:(R) r k, It is easy to compute th.ar 
r’(R)_, = 0, i.e.. Hom,(J/H’, R)-, is generated by the homomorphisms 
induced from derivations. (In the case R = k[X: Y]/(X f’ Y), R is evec 
rigid.) So R. only has trivial homogeneous deformations and we cannot 
obtain a Buchsbaum ring by adjoining a nonzero divisor. 
So finally let us adjoin t (2 1) socle elements to get R’ = R K k’ and trl 
to adjoin io R’ a nonzero divisor u to obtain a uchsbaum ring R”. Then 
from the short exact sequence 
Q-+R”%R”-+R’-+O 
we get a long exact sequence of local cohomology modules 
O+H’(R’)+H’(R”) 0; Hl(R”) -+ H’(R’) 
and we obtain t = 1, H”(R ‘) 1 k’, H’(R “) c k. This completes our proof. 
III 
We begin this section stating Goto’s theorem for Buchsbaum rings of 
maximal embedding dimension. 
THEOREM 3.1 [Goto]. Let (R, m) be a local noetherian ring of 
dimensiorl d > 0 and assume R is Buchsbaum of maximal embeddill 
dimension (edim R = dim R + e(R) + I(R) - 1). Denote by G = gr,(R) the 
associated graded ring and bql M = G, the irrelevant maximal ideal. Then 
(4 ~~‘,,Wl, =f%(R) for 17 = 1 -i 
=Cl for i? # I -i; 
(b) G,, is a Buchsbaum ring of maximal embedding dimension: 
(c) G has a linear resolution and the Hilbertseries H,(z) satisfies 
d+l 
1 + (v - d)z + 2 (-l)j+l 
i=? 
d~l((i+;eijh;)z’)~ 
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where v = edim R, hj = dim, H;(R) for 0 < j < dim R - 1, and the resolution 
of G is induced by the minimal resolution of R over S, I~R z S/I with (S, n) 
regular local and I & n2. 
Concerning the linearity of the resolution of the associated graded ring our 
main result of this section may be viewed as a generalization of Goto’s result 
and Sally’s corresponding result in [S]. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (R, m) be a local ring, R = S/I, where (S, n) is a 
regular local ring and I s n2. Assume there exists a parameter system 
x = (x1 ,..., xd) such that x 1 ,..., xd is a d-sequence and R is estremal (of some 
type r) with respect to x, ,...) xd. Then 
(a) gr,(R) N gr,(S)/gr,(l), where gr,(l) denotes the associated module 
with respect to the filtration of I as an S-module. 
(b) If the elements x1 ,..., Zd in gr,(R) (the leading forms of x, ,..., x.~) 
form a d-sequence, then gr,(R) has a linear resolution over gr,(S) induced b?y 
the minimal resolution of R as S-module. 
(c) If R is e-xtremal of type 2, i.e., m2 = (x)m, then 2, ,..., .Fd always 
form a d-sequence in gr,(R) and so the conclusion of(b) holds. 
For the proof we need two lemmas. The first is a result of Huneke 15, 2.11, 
which we state in a slightly extended form. The proof of this lemma is essen- 
tially the same as that in [.5]. 
LEMMA 3.3 [Huneke]. Let R be a commutative ring, x1 ,...? x,~ a d- 
sequence in R modulo an ideal I c R. Let % c R be another ideal such that 
(x) n I c %I, then 
(x)mnIc (xy * ‘u . I for all m > 1. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let R be a commutative ring, I G J ideals in R, x, ,..., s, 
elements in J, which form a d-sequence modulo I. If Jr E (x) Jr-’ + I for 
some r > 0, then 
In J’+.‘cI. Jj for all j > 0. 
Under the stronger hypothesis that x , ,..., X, form a regular sequence module 
I, (3.4) is already proved by Sally [9, 3.41. For the proof of (3.4) we also 
can follow Sally’s’ idea: By induction on j we have Jr” z x.j’ ‘Jr-’ + $I for 
j>O. Then InJ”+jsZf’ (xit’Jr-’ +JjI)~Inxj+’ +J~IE$I+J~IE~I 
using (3.3) with ?I = R. 
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Proof OS (3.2). (a) Obviously 
is exact. We have to show that v and I are strict homomorphisms. (S: E + F 
is strict iKS(E:) = S(E) n Fi, where (I?,), (Fi) are the fi!trations on E and A”.) 
F is obSously strict. Since R is extremal, there exists an r such that I cz K’ 
and (R/(x), rh) is a local ring with 51’ = 0, n’ c (x) nr+l + I and by (3.3) we 
hait an i3rii = I n 61j5 SO I is strict. 
(b) As R is extremal with respect to x~,~..~ Y~, gr,(Rj is extremal with 
respect to iTI ,-, fd. If I, ,..‘, Xd also form a &sequence we obtain from t5e 
graded version of (1.6) that gr,(R) has a linear resoluriol; over gr.(Sj~ Yy 
[ 141 this resolution is induced by the minimal resolution oi R as S-mod&z. 
(c) Now let R be extremal of type 2, i.e., m2 = (x) ~ We do inductioI: 
on d = dim R. if d= 0, there is nothing to show. So assume R> 1 and the 
conclusion hoids for rings with dimension d - I. We first show that 
(0 : 2,) n !a, ,...) zd) = 0. 
Let o+y E hd be a homogeneous element in the irreievan: ideai of 
gr,(R j, :hen J is the initial form of some element 4’ E ‘\m’- i for some 
r > 0. Let :TE (X,~~.~,x-J, so y E (xlT...,xdj + En’+’ = id . . . . x/J. If x, J-’ E 
t > I, we can write x1 J’ =x, g +j: where 
g) = f E (x ij n (x2 9..1: .X&n? c 
) I = (xi). So df = ?iiS' wi;h 
hence (y - g - f’) ’ xi = 0. But as J!. g. 
y-g-f’E(x, )...,. Y,)n(o:,x,)=o. so 
, ,..*, -Ud) = 0 in gr,(R ;. 
Now 
O+K-+gr(R)I-, gr(Rj + gr(R)/Z, gr(R) 4 0 
is exact, where K denotes the kernel of the multiplication map -Y1 a Consider 
We want to show that these homomorphisms are strict. Then 
0 -+ gr(0 : XJ -+ gr(R) + gr(R) + gr(R/xiR) ---t 0 
is also exact, so that 
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Then by induction JF~,..., LF~ form a d-sequence in gr(R/x,R), so ~7~ ,..., -Cd 
form a d-sequence in gr(R). 
P is obviously strict, I is strict since (0 : xl) = (0 : m) by (1.11). Consider 
the multiplication map x, . . We have to show that (x,) n m’ = (x,) m’-‘. 
But for i > 2 we have 
(xl) n m’ E (x,) f7 ((x1) m’-’ + (x2,..., x$‘m 
E (x,) m’-’ -t (x,) fl (x2 ,..., xJ-‘m 
E (x1) m(xq ,..., xJ-’ 
E (x1) m’-’ 
again using (3.3). This completes the proof. 
Remark 3.5. The assumption in (3.2)(c) cannot be weakened by 
replacing “d-sequence” by “relative regular sequence.” Example: 
Here X, , x2, the residues of X, , X, , form a parameter system and a relative 
regular sequence, and rn’ = (xl, x,)m, so R is extremal of type 2 with respect 
to (x1, x2). (m denotes the maximal ideal of R.) But the leading forms X1, .Fz 
of x1, x2 in gr,(R) do not form a relative regular sequence, since 0 # & y1 E 
(0 :x,)n (q,x2). 
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